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A measurement of the inclusive charmless semileptonic branching fraction of
beauty hadrons, b! X
u
`, has been performed using almost two million hadronic
Z decays collected by the L3 experiment at LEP, yielding the result:
Br(b! X
u
`) = (3:3 1:0 1:7) 10
 3
:
The rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. The modulus of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element V
ub












where the uncertainties are statistical, systematic and theoretical, respectively.
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Introduction
The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [1] (CKM) matrix describes the mixing of the quark mass
eigenstates with the weak interaction ones. The measurement of its elements is of fundamental
interest for the description of the charged current part of the Standard Model Lagrangian [2].
This 33 unitary matrix can be written [3] in terms of only four real parameters, two of which,






















































Here, powers higher than three in the parameter  are neglected. A determination of jV
ub
j,
combined with the knowledge of the CKM matrix elements related to the mixing in the neutral
beauty and kaon systems, provides stringent limits on the possible values of  and  and helps
to address an important open question of the Standard Model: the mechanism of the violation
of CP symmetry.
Several measurements of jV
ub
j performed at the (4S) exist to date. The CLEO [4] and
ARGUS [5] collaborations reported excesses in the lepton endpoint spectra in B
1)
decays, con-




transitions. The CLEO collaboration [6] has also
reported the measurement of the exclusive B! (; ; !)` transitions. Both these experimental
approaches have a strong dependence on the models used to extract the value of the branching
fractions involved and jV
ub
j itself.
At LEP, the boost of the b hadron system and the good separation of the two initial
state b quarks make it feasible to study the inclusive b ! X
u
` transitions in a momentum
range not restricted to the endpoint region, like as the (4S), and measure the corresponding
branching fraction. This measurement allows the determination of jV
ub
j with a theoretical
uncertainty of approximately 4% [7, 8]. This approach has been recently exploited by the
ALEPH collaboration [9].
This letter describes a study of b ! X
u
` transitions at LEP, the measurement of the
branching fraction and the extraction of jV
ub
j. 1.8 million hadronic Z decays collected at LEP
in 1994 and 1995 by the L3 detector have been analysed. The detector, its subsystems and
their performance are described in detail in Reference [10].
Event Simulation
Crucial to this analysis is the Monte Carlo simulation of the signal and background processes. A
modied version of the JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo [11], based on the Lund parton shower model,
was used to generate a total of 200 000 Z! b

b events in the central region of the L3 detector.









probabilities, and the other one into any of the allowed nal states. The lepton momentum
spectrum for these B! X
u
` transitions was generated according to the ACCMM [12] model
with the parameters p
f
= 298 MeV andm
u
= 150 MeV. The branching fraction of the exclusive
1)














s = (4S), with the



















are used to denote charmed and charmless hadronic systems, respectively, the latter
containing a u quark; the symbol ` indicates either an electron or a muon.
2
transition to pions, Br(B ! `)=Br(B ! X
u
`), was changed from the original value of 0.32
to the more realistic gure of 0.15 [4, 6]. The pion momentum spectrum in the B ! `
transitions was simulated according to Reference [13].
The events were then passed through the full L3 simulation program which takes into
account the eects of energy loss, multiple scattering, interactions and decays in the detector
materials. This simulation is based on the GEANT package [14] with the GHEISHA [15]
program for the simulation of hadronic interactions. Ineciencies of the various sub-detectors,
as obtained from the data, were also simulated. The simulated events, after reconstruction by
the same program used for the data, were used to tune the analysis procedure and calculate
the eciency of the event selection criteria.
Background processes were studied using seven million Monte Carlo hadronic Z decays
generated with the JETSET 7.4 code and passed through the same detector simulation and
reconstruction chain described above. The hadronisation of the light quarks was described by
the Lund symmetric fragmentation function [11], while the Peterson fragmentation function [16]
was used to model the fragmentation of the c and b quarks. The ACCMM [12] model was used
to describe the lepton momentum spectrum in the b! X
c
` transitions using the parameters
p
f
= 298 MeV and m
c
= 1673 MeV as suggested in Reference [17]. The branching fraction of
this process was xed to 10.30%; the transitions b ! c ! ` and b ! c ! ` were simulated
with branching fractions of 8.0% and 1.3%, respectively [17, 18]. B ! X
u
` transitions in this
sample comprised 0.15% of the B decays. Charmless semileptonic transitions of b baryons were
simulated neither in the signal nor in the background sample.
The mean value of the ratio of the energy of the weakly decaying b hadron to the beam










The main background for the identication of b ! X
u
` transitions are the CKM favoured
b ! X
c
` decays, whose rate is larger by about two orders of magnitude. Other background
sources are: hadronic b decays to charmed hadrons which then undergo a semileptonic decay,
hadronic Z decays to c or light quarks, and possible lepton misidentication in the full sample
of hadronic Z decays. All these classes of background events are largely eliminated by the
selection criteria devised to enhance the ratio between b! X
u
` and b! X
c
` events.
The main dierence between b ! X
c
` and b ! X
u
` decays is the large mass of the
charmed system as compared to that of the charmless one. The lepton momentum, p
`
, and its
transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis, p
t
, will thus be larger for leptons emitted
together with a lighter charmless meson than in the case of a CKM favoured decay. Owing to
the higher energy available for the hadronic system, the momentum, p
1
, of the most energetic
detected object, i.e., a charged track or an isolated electromagnetic cluster, will be on average
larger for b! X
u
` than for b! X
c
`. The opposite relation holds for the momentum of the
second most energetic object, p
2
. The combined system of this most energetic object and the
lepton will be a better approximation to the b hadron in b! X
u
` than in b! X
c
` transitions,
since less particles are missing in this approximation. As a consequence, the invariant mass,
m
1`
, and total momentum, p
1`





` decays. The dierent multiplicity of the nal states, together with the multiplicity of
the other fragmentation particles, will also reect the dierences described above. Thus, more
3
objects will populate a cone of 30

half-opening angle around the lepton, N
30

, for b ! X
c
`
than for b ! X
u
` transitions. The pseudo-rapidity, 
1




of the most energetic object, both calculated with respect to the lepton direction, also help to
discriminate the b! X
u
` decays from the b! X
c
` background.
The analysis procedure is the following: rst, selection criteria have been devised to identify
the electrons, muons, charged tracks and neutral clusters needed to form the above kinematic
variables. A preselection intended to enhance b! X
u
` type events has then been performed
and, from the study of the signal and background Monte Carlo samples selected at this stage,
nal values of the cuts on the kinematic variables have been set. Two dierent and overlapping
selections have been devised in order to explore the dierent phase space regions of the decay
products of the b ! X
u
` transitions. The rst made use of a criterion on p
1
to select a high
momentum hadronic system. The second exploits the opposite situation of a soft hadronic








addition, a third selection based on the common features of the b ! X
u
` transitions as










Hadronic Z decays were rst selected by requiring a high multiplicity and a high and well
balanced visible energy, both in the longitudinal and transverse plane [20]. The selection
requirements for the identication of tracks, clusters and leptons are summarised below.
 Tracks were reconstructed in the central tracking chamber requiring at least 30 hits with
the a minimum distance between the rst and the last of 40 wires. Two or more hits
should be in the inner part of the tracker. Only tracks with a transverse momentum
above 500 MeV, a total momentum below 30 GeV and a distance of closest approach in
the plane perpendicular to the beam smaller than 3mm have been accepted
3)
.
 Electromagnetic clusters were chosen from showers in the full angular coverage of the
electromagnetic calorimeter by requiring an energy deposition in excess of 100 MeV in
three or more neighbouring crystals, with less than 3 GeV, in a cone of 7

half-opening
angle in the hadron calorimeter. These showers had to be consistent with the expected
behaviour of electromagnetic energy depositions. The isolation of these clusters was
established by requiring the ratio of the energy depositions in a 3  3 to a 5  5 crystal
matrix centred on the crystal of the cluster with the largest energy to be larger than 0.9.
No track was allowed to point to the cluster within an angle of 5mrad in the transverse
plane.
 Muons were identied in the barrel region of the muon spectrometer which covers a polar




. The reconstructed muon tracks had to point toward the event
vertex both in the transverse and longitudinal planes. A track in the central tracker was
required to be associated with the muon.
 Electrons were selected starting from the identication of the electromagnetic clusters
described above, rejecting those in the end-caps or those with less than six crystals. A
track was required to point to the cluster within an angle of 5mrad in the transverse
3)
These additional criteria are not required to be fullled by the tracks used in the lepton identication
described below.
4
plane. The transverse momentum of this track had to be compatible with the transverse
energy of the cluster within four times the resolution on their dierence.
Only events containing at least one lepton with a momentum above 3 GeV and with a
thrust axis pointing in the central region of the detector were selected. Each event was then
divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis and the kinematic
quantities described in the previous section were calculated for the hemispheres containing a
lepton. Almost 100 000 hemispheres in the data satisfy these requirements, as reported in the
rst column of Table 1 (Stage 1).
Only the most energetic lepton in the hemisphere has been taken into account and the
clusters and the track associated with it were not included in the calculation of the kinematic
variables used throughout this analysis.
The Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic Z decays was normalised to this number of lepton
hemispheres and the B ! X
u
` transitions were then removed from it, giving a background
Monte Carlo sample whose number of events is also shown in the rst column of Table 1,
together with its relative composition.









listed in the rst column of Table 2
have been applied to this sample in order to enhance its b ! X
u
` content. Figure 1 shows
the distributions of these four variables before the application of these cuts, which are also
indicated. This selection reduces the data and background samples by a factor of nine, and the
signal sample by only a factor of between two and three, as summarised in the second column
of Table 1.
The distributions of the kinematic variables described in the previous section were studied
and a set of nal selection requirements based on them was devised, as presented in the second
column of Table 2. Figure 2 displays some of these variables before the application of these
nal cuts, together with their value.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Final Selection
Data 96 568 11 935 576
Background Monte Carlo 96 122 11 566 495
b! X
c
` 39.7% 78.2% 82.5%
b! c! ` 12.8% 4.7% 3.1%
b! c! ` 4.3% 1.2% 0.7%
Other b decays 7.0% 4.4% 6.4%
c! ` 18.1% 4.6% 2.6%










) 23.3% 11.5% 1.7%
Table 1: The number of data and Monte Carlo selected hemispheres at dierent
stages of the selection. The relative contributions to the background Monte Carlo
and the signal eciencies are also reported.
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Stage 2 Final Selection Variation
p
t
> 1:5 GeV 2:8 GeV 2:4  3:1 GeV
p
1
> - 7:0 GeV 6:1  7:8 GeV
p
2
< - 4:3 GeV 2:8  5:9 GeV
p
1`
> 13:5 GeV 17:3 GeV 16:5  18:0 GeV
m
1`
2 (1:6; 7:5) GeV (2:3; 5:7) GeV (2:1; 5:9)  (2:5; 5:6) GeV
p
`




> - 2:8 GeV 2:5  3:1 GeV

1




< 9 - -
Table 2: The requirements for the dierent stages of the analysis and their variation
interval for the systematic uncertainty studies. Denitions of the variables are given
in the text.
Determination of the Branching Fraction
After the application of the nal selection criteria described in the previous section, 576 hemi-
spheres are retained in data, while 495 are expected from the background Monte Carlo, nor-
malised as described above. A total eciency of 3.0% for the electron and muon modes was
measured, as reported in the last column of Table 1, which also shows the relative background
composition. These numbers, combined in a Poissonian likelihood, lead to a determination of
the b! X
u
` branching fraction as:
Br(b! X
u
`) = (3:3 1:0) 10
 3
;
where the uncertainty is due to data statistics only. In this calculation, the initial number
of hadronic Z decays is 1 855 152, and the ratio of Z boson decays to b quarks relative to the
hadronic Z decays, R
b
, is 0:2174  0:0009 [18]. The separate results for electrons and muons











) = (3:0 1:5) 10
 3
:
All the results above have been obtained with the assumption that the eciency for semileptonic
charmless b baryon decays is equal to that for mesons, as calculated from the described signal
Monte Carlo sample.
Figure 3 shows the lepton momentum spectrum in the B rest frame for events passing the
nal selection in the B! X
u
` Monte Carlo sample, which proves that this analysis is sensitive
to a large fraction of the spectrum, in contrast to only the endpoint region for the experiments
at the (4S).
Study of Systematic Uncertainties
The sources of systematic uncertainties can be classied into four categories: 1) uncertainties
in the determination of the expected number of background events coming from both Monte
Carlo statistics and modelling; 2) uncertainties in the calculation of the signal eciency due to
these sources; 3) uncertainties due to the background normalisation; 4) uncertainties related to
the detector behaviour, simulation and selection procedure.
6
The systematic uncertainties of the rst class have been evaluated from the Monte Carlo
statistics and by varying the parameters describing the b and c fragmentation and the branching
fractions of the processes b ! c ! `, b ! X
c
` and b ! c ! `. The ranges of variation are
shown in Table 3, which also gives the corresponding uncertainties on the expected number
of background Monte Carlo events. The lepton spectrum in the b rest frame for b ! X
c
`
transitions has been reweighted according to the ISGW model [21] varying the fraction of D
??
production in semileptonic b decays between 11% and 32% [17]. Lepton misidentication has
been evaluated by varying by 5% the amount of selected hemispheres not belonging to any
of the b! c! `, b! X
c
`, b! c! ` and c! ` classes.
The evaluation of the second class of uncertainties follows, apart from the Monte Carlo
statistics, from varying the same b fragmentation parameter considered for the background
case, from the elimination of the corrections described above to the JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo
for the pion exclusive decay rate and the pion momentum spectrum, and from the reweighting
of the lepton spectrum according to the ISGW model [21]. Another uncertainty has been
attributed to the eciency by varying the b baryon eciency between 0.5 and 1.5 of the
calculated meson one. The fraction of baryons in b hadronisation at LEP has been assumed to
be 13.2% [22]. Table 3 summarises the systematic uncertainties on the total eciency quoted
above.
The Poissonian likelihood used in the determination of the branching fraction has been
recalculated 10 000 times varying the number of expected background Monte Carlo events
and the value of the signal eciency, within their uncertainties. From the distribution of the
resulting branching fractions, a systematic uncertainty of 1:67 10
 3
has been inferred.
Source Variation N Source "
MC statistics 15 MC statistics 0.06%
b fragmentation 0:705 < hx
b
E
i < 0:713 8 b fragmentation 0.00%
c fragmentation 0:472 < hx
c
E
i < 0:489 0 Exclusive  rate 0.18%
Br(b! c! `) 5% 3 ISGW model 0.04%
Br(b! X
c
`) 5% 17  spectrum 0.25%
Br(b! c! `) 20% 0 b baryons 0.40%
b! X
c
` model 11% < D
??
< 32% 31
Lepton misidentication see text 4
Total 40 Total 0.51%
Table 3: Contributions to the systematic uncertainties as described in the text. The
corresponding uncertainties on the number of the background Monte Carlo events,
N, and on the signal eciency, ", are presented. The percentage variations of
the branching fractions are relative.
The described normalisation of the Monte Carlo to the data depends itself on the content
of B! X
u
` transitions in the former sample. By varying this content between zero and twice
its default value, a variation of 0:10 10
 3
on the measured branching fraction is observed and
is added in quadrature to the previous systematic uncertainties. This estimate also covers the
lack of charmless semileptonic decays of b baryons in the background Monte Carlo sample used
in the normalisation.
The last class of systematic eects, those depending on the simulation of the variables used
in the analysis and on the detector performance, have been estimated by observing the changes
7
of the measured branching fraction for the following cases:
 elimination of one cut at a time from the nal analysis, xing it at its stage 1 value;
 reweighting bin by bin one variable at a time in the background Monte Carlo at stage 2
to its value in the data after subtracting from this bin its measured content of b! X
u
`.
Figure 4 shows the results of these two checks.
 a simultaneous linear loosening and tightening of all the cuts in the range reported in the
last column of Table 2. The results of this test are displayed in Figure 5 and show the
stability of the measurement over one order of magnitude of the considered data statistics.
From these studies, a further systematic uncertainty of 0:50 10
 3
, including the uncertainties
arising from the selection criteria and the detector behaviour and simulation, has thus been
attributed to the measured branching fraction.
Adding all systematic uncertainties in quadrature, the result of the measurement of the





`) = (3:3 1:0 1:7) 10
 3
:
The rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.
Cross Checks of the Result
A rst cross check of the result presented above is given by the three tests performed to estimate
the detector and simulation uncertainties and from that on the normalisation, as the value of the
measured branching ratio remains suciently stable within its statistical uncertainty (Figures 4
and 5.)
Nonetheless, it is desirable to obtain a determination of the branching fraction under inves-
tigation independently of the background Monte Carlo normalisation. This is dicult from the
investigation of the distributions of the eight kinematic variables after the nal cuts as they
show a similar behaviour for both the expected background and signal. Instead, these variables
have been used as input to an articial neural network with two hidden layers of 14 and 8
nodes each, making use of the JETNET3.0 program [23]. This neural network was trained on
subsets of the signal and background Monte Carlo samples at stage 2, and its output has been
analysed for the complementary subsets. The output distribution of the neural network for the
hemispheres selected by the nal selection in these signal and background Monte Carlo sub-
samples was then t to the data using a binned Poissonian likelihood method. Two parameters
have been left free in the t, namely the branching ratio under investigation and the number
of background events. Using this procedure one obtains the result:
Br(B! X
u
`) = (4:2 1:2) 10
 3
:
This result is compatible with the measurement obtained above, and has a comparable system-
atic uncertainty.
The output distribution of the neural network is shown in Figure 6, together with the result
of the t. It shows a dierent behaviour for the background and signal Monte Carlo events,
along with a clear excess of data in the expected signal region.
8
Conclusions
Inclusive charmless semileptonic transitions of b hadrons have been observed at LEP and their
branching fraction has been measured to be:
Br(b! X
u
`) = (3:3 1:0 1:7) 10
 3
:
The rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.
With the formula given in References [7, 8] and the value of the b hadron lifetime 
b
=
1:5490:017 ps [19], this measured b! X
u
` branching fraction yields a value for the modulus













where the rst uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic and the third follows from the
theory uncertainty quoted in Reference [8]. This measurement of jV
ub
j made at the Z pole is
less aected by the theoretical modelling of the b ! u transitions than previous ones at the
(4S) resonance. It is compatible both with them and with a similar measurement at LEP [9].
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Figure 1: Distributions at stage 1 of variables for data and Monte Carlo simulations
of the background (top part of each gure) and for the expected signal (bottom part
of each gure with arbitrary normalisation). a) Transverse momentum of the lepton,
b) invariant mass of the lepton and the most energetic object, c) momentum sum
of the lepton and the most energetic object and d) multiplicity of objects (see text)
in a 30

half-opening cone around the lepton. The arrows indicate the positions of
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Figure 2: Distributions of some selection variables for data and Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the background (top part of each gure) and for the expected signal
(bottom part of each gure, normalised to its measured branching fraction). Stage 2
criteria have been applied. a) Transverse momentum of the lepton, b) momentum
of the second most energetic object, c) momentum of the most energetic object and
d) lepton momentum. The variables shown in a) and b) are an example of the
global kinematic selection, while the ones in c) and d) belong to the selection meant
to enhance the two dierent phase space contributions described in the text. The
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Figure 3: The Monte Carlo lepton momentum spectrum for theB! X
u
` transitions
in the B rest frame generated as described in the text. The curve shows the generated
spectrum and the histogram the spectrum after the nal selection. selection for the
expected B! X
u
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Figure 4: Variation of the measured b ! X
u
` branching fraction after the cross
checks described in the text for the variables used in the nal selection. Only
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Figure 5: The measured b ! X
u
` branching fraction (top gure) calculated from
the number of selected data and the background Monte Carlo hemispheres (bottom
gure) as a function of a linear tightening of all the cuts. Only statistical uncertain-
ties are shown. The band in the top gure shows the statistical uncertainty on the
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Figure 6: The neural network output distribution for the hemispheres selected by
the nal selection criteria for the data, the background and the signal Monte Carlo
samples. The normalisation of the Monte Carlo samples comes from the t to the
data.
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